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From reviews of The Seven Sacraments:
“Stratford Caldecott has the poetic sensibility and the metaphysical audacity we would expect from a Christian Platonist – for it 
is in that succession that I see him, a combination of Dionysius the Areopagite in the age of the Fathers and the Oxford Inklings 
in our own.” — Aidan Nichols 

“Stratford Caldecott goes bravely into the mystical depths of Christian life and takes his readers with him, eyes wide open. 
There are no shortcuts to the mystical life, but this book is an overwhelming enticement, and that might be half the battle.” 
— Scott Hahn
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“… full of solid food, for the whole banquet of 
the faith is here—and most attractively served.”  

—Catholic World

Once theology was Queen of the Sciences, the study of 
God’s truth that illuminated all other branches of knowledge; 

that is, until modernity saw to its dethronement and eventual 
banishment from acceptable public discourse. �e subject of 

theology is divine things, from which nothing human is entirely 
separate; therefore, the world cannot be set right until theology is 

returned to its rightful place. Such is the conclusion of a number 
of contemporary theologians, who have tackled secular modernity 

head-on and called for the return of theology as a “ruling discourse.”
Long before their clarion calls, however, came the heroic e�orts of 

Frank Sheed, standing atop a soapbox for the Catholic Evidence Guild, 
or writing clear, accessible introductions to theology for the layman. An 
immensely popular early e�ort, �eology for Beginners remains one of the 

most outstanding presentations of the central doctrines of the Christian 
faith ever penned.
Sheed begins with reasons to study theology and the rewards that 
accompany such a pursuit. A�er showing the reader how God is spirit, he 
examines God’s in�nity and man’s creation from nothing, and then moves 
on to the Trinity, the Fall, the Incarnation and Redemption, the Mystical 
Body, Grace and the Sacraments, and the Last �ings.  For those to whom 
these doctrines once seemed formidable, Sheed’s is a fresh voice of lucid 
and carefully reasoned prose. He writes: “�e greater part of reality can be 
known only if God tells us. Doctrine is what He tells; lacking it, we lack 
light.” To read �eology for Beginners is to have one’s mind awakened to 
the spiritual realities at the center of human existence.

F. J. Sheed was one of the best-known Catholic apologists of the 20th 
century. He and his wife Masie founded the Catholic publishing 

house of Sheed & Ward, which published Dorothy Day, Jacques 
Maritain, Christopher Dawson, and G. K. Chesterton, among many 

others. �ey were also outstanding public lecturers as part of the 
Catholic Evidence Guild. Sheed was the author of many books, 

the best known including �eology and Sanity, and To Know  
Christ Jesus. 
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Fulton J. Sheen

SheenFulton J. Sheen turned his voice and pen to many subjects during the course 
of a long and remarkable apostolate. But nothing came closer to the core of 
his message than bringing the life and saving words of Jesus to the problems 
of modern life and the modern world. He wrote the 559-page Life of Christ 
in 1958. For those who have not the time or the inclination to undertake a 
reading of that massive volume, Sheen wrote four years earlier a much smaller 
and more accessible book, a distillation of his thought on the life of Jesus, now 
made available for the fi rst time in nearly 60 years.  

In A Brief Life of Christ, Sheen fi rst points to Jesus’ unique status among the 
founders of religions: “What separates Christ from all men is fi rst, He was 
expected.” His coming was foretold in multiple Old Testament prophecies, 
and the expectation of His arrival can also be seen in the words of Greek and 
Roman authors, and the actions of the Magi of the East. � e twin pillars of faith 
and reason are the constant ingredients of his writing, as Sheen draws out the 
meaning of the life of Jesus for us as Catholics and for our times. For example, 
he notes that once Christ appeared He split history in two, the period prior to 
and subsequent to His Coming. And again, when he turns to the temptations 
of Jesus by Satan, he sums up their respective identities as: God defi nes Himself 
as “I am Who Am”; Satan defi nes himself as “I am who am not.” Bishop Sheen 
treats the Beatitudes as an ever-present challenge to the spirit of the world, as 
relevant today as they were two thousand years ago. He pointedly shows how 
Christ issues His challenge alike to nations, peoples, and individual souls. � e 
fi nal chapters on Christ’s public life, and Passion, Death, and Resurrection 
contain tremendous insights and provide the reader material for a lifetime of 
refl ection. 

Fulton Sheen was unparalleled in his ability to combine theology, devotion, 
and the profoundest meditation on the central events of the Christian narrative. 
In his account of the Crucifi xion, he writes, “And there at the foot of the cross 
stood that wounded fl ower, that broken thing, Magdalen, forgiven because she 
loved much. And there, with a face like a cast moulded out of love, was John. 
And there, God pity her, was His own Mother. Mary, Magdalen and John. 
Innocence, penitence and sacerdotal love — the three types of souls forever 
to be found beneath the Cross of Christ.” � is is a book that artfully displays 
the literary and rhetorical skills of one of the 
greatest preachers of the last century, a book 
to li�  our hearts and place them securely in 
the timeless message of the gospels.       
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Compiled & Edited by G. John Champoux

St. Thomas Aquinas
G. K. Chesterton

Eight hundred or so years ago, two great saints pointed to two great ways to 
the heart of the Church’s mission. St. Francis of Assisi showed a new way of 
living the Faith, while St. �omas Aquinas showed a new way of knowing the 
Faith. Each man met many obstacles in his own time and meets even more in 
ours. But should these two ways ever be rediscovered and established at the 
center of cultural life, man would be well on the path to transformation in 
Christ. For it is only the kind of religious, moral, and intellectual conversion 
pointed to by Francis and �omas that leads to spiritual communion and the 
consequent earthly solidarity for which we so desperately long. Absent these 
conversions, all secular proposals to achieve even a measure of solidarity will 
fall hopelessly short.

Chesterton begins St. �omas Aquinas with a look at these two saints, both 
part of the “great medieval movement” that was to change the course of the 
West. Turning to �omas’s appropriation of Aristotle, Chesterton notes that 
“once Christ had Risen, it was inevitable that Aristotle should rise again.” 
�e synthesis between Christianity and Aristotle could only strengthen the 
believer’s a�rmation of the reality and goodness of created being; and also 
a strange kind of interconnectedness where “the study of the humblest fact 
will lead to the study of the highest truth.” Chesterton reveals the marvelous 
clarity of �omas’s mind and highlights “the intense rightness of his sense 
of the relation between the mind and the real thing outside the mind.” He 
writes: “�e essence of the �omist common sense is that two agencies are 
at work; reality and the recognition of reality; and their meeting is a sort of 
marriage.” 

�is book is a splendid introduction to both �omas the man and the 
signi�cance of his work for his own time and ours. “Its aim will be achieved, 
if it leads those who have hardly even heard of St. �omas Aquinas to read 
about him in better books.” �at’s a �ne parting thought from Chesterton 
himself, though no less a scholarly light than Etienne Gilson remarked that “I 
consider it as being without possible comparison the best book ever written 
on St. �omas. Nothing short of genius can account for such an achievement.”

“Chesterton makes one despair. I have been studying St. �omas all my life and 
I could never have written such a book.” — Etienne Gilson

“He was a Christian liberator. Like a bene�cent bomb, he blew out of the Church 
a quantity of stained glass of a very poor period, and let in gusts of fresh air, in 
which the dead leaves of doctrine danced with all the energy and indecorum of 
our Lady’s Tumbler.” — Dorothy Sayers
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All Things Made New explores the Christian mysteries in the tradition of St. John the 
Evangelist, and Mary, the Mother of Jesus, by studying the symbolism, cosmology, and 
meaning of the Book of Revelation, as well as the prayers and meditations of the Rosary, 
including the Apostles’ Creed and the Our Father. These reflections lead us step by step 
to the foot of the Cross, and to the Wedding Feast of the Lamb, where all things are made 
new. 

“A wide-ranging, exciting, and erudite exploration of the Christian mysteries. 
Stratford Caldecott, with insight and patience, leads us through the complexities 
of the Book of Revelation, the Stations of the Cross, the Rosary, and much more, 
revealing as he goes along the radiant beauty and truth of these ancient writings 
and practices and their profound significance for today’s believers. A splendid 
achievement.” — Philip Zaleski (editor of the Best Spiritual Writing series).
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